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Just as the Guai Cao was about to return to the Mulberry Garden to help collect the snow jade silkworm, 

the strange grass in its Dantian suddenly started to clamor. It was so excited that if Yun chujiu didn’t do 

what it wanted, it would rebel. 

 

Yun chujiu cursed angrily, but she was afraid that the guai Cao would take control of her body and do 

something, so she could only follow the guai Cao’s directions. 

 

Some disciples of Tianji Peak looked at the direction Yun Chujiu was going in and gloated. This Yun 

Chujiu really wanted to die. How dare she go to the forbidden area. Some People’s eyes flickered, and 

they turned around and left quickly. 

 

Yun chujiu frowned. Why did it feel more desolate as they walked? Where was the guai Cao taking her? 

 

She saw a lonely courtyard in the distance, surrounded by weeds. Obviously, it had been abandoned for 

many years. 

 

There were three simple words written on the plaque of the courtyard — Guai Cao. 

 

Yun chujiu frowned. She knew that there was a guai Cao in the chaos origin sect. Why was there a guai 

Cao Here? 

 

There was also a stone tablet in front of the courtyard. On it, there were two big words written in 

cinnabar — “Forbidden area”. 

 

Forbidden Area? 

 

It was likely that there was danger or some unspeakable secret inside. It was better to leave as soon as 

possible! 



 

Just as Yun Chujiu was about to leave, the strange grass in her Dantian attacked. Yun chujiu sadly found 

that her feet were approaching guai Cao step by step. 

 

Yun chujiu cursed angrily, “Gou Weiba! Are you acting up again? If I die, don’t even think about it!” 

 

Guai Cao formed its leaves into the shape of a heart and tried to act cute. However, it still controlled its 

body and gradually approached the courtyard. 

 

Yun chujiu was so angry that she was twitching. “I’ll promise you to enter the courtyard. Return the 

control of your body to me. Otherwise, you’ll be like a headless fly and I won’t be able to save my life.” 

 

Guai Cao’s leaves swayed. It was obvious that it was thinking about Yun Chujiu’s words. In the end, it still 

returned the control of its body to Yun Chujiu. 

 

Yun chujiu wanted to turn around and run, but she knew Guai Cao’s temper. She was afraid that she 

would not be able to run far before she was brought back by it, so she could only give up the idea of 

escaping. 

 

Yun Chujiu was afraid that there was some kind of formation or mechanism in the House of reflection. 

After setting up the spiritual energy shield, she used the elongated rolling pin to push open the 

courtyard door. 

 

She did not know how many years it had been since someone had opened the courtyard door. As soon 

as she pushed it open, a lot of dust fell. 

 

The courtyard was also full of weeds. It was quiet inside, only the sound of the breeze blowing through 

the weeds. 

 



The yard was very spacious, with one main room and six side rooms. However, the windowsill on the 

roof was covered with weeds. It was obvious that no one had lived there for many years. 

 

Yun chujiu walked around the yard and did not find anything unusual. Why was this place called Guai 

Cao? Was it specially used to make people think? 

 

While Yun Chujiu was thinking about it, the strange grass began to clamor. Yun chujiu had no choice but 

to follow its instructions and use a rolling pin to push away the main room. 

 

There was nothing special about the furnishings in the room, only that the utensils were covered in dust. 

Yun chujiu pushed open the door to the bedroom. There was only a wooden bed and a desk inside, and 

there was nothing unusual. 

 

“Gou Weiba, do you see it? There is nothing here? Are you sick?”Yun Chujiu said to the guai Cao with 

her spiritual sense. 

 

Guai Cao’s leaves trembled. It was obviously guilty. It clearly smelled something delicious, but why was 

there nothing? 

 


